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 This research introduce a speech encryption algorithm, which is based on 
permutation of speech segments using chaotic to generate the initial key of block 
cipher to determine the benefit  during combine  it with CBC and CFB using SDES 
block cipher. We demonstrate that the produced key streams have good statistical 
properties, such as uniform distribution, δ-like auto-correlation function, near-zero 
cross-correlation and very height sensitivity to initial conditions, under precision 
restricted condition. The performance of the proposed algorithm is also estimated by 
used subjective and objective testes(SNR, PSNR, NRMSE). Experimental result of 
the algorithm shows that the low residual intelligibility and good recovered voice 
quality. 
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INTRODUCTION 
 

As speech communications become more and more widely used and even more vulnerable, the importance 
of providing a high level of security became major issue (Jye Sheu Long, 2011). Nowadays, it is very important 
to protect speech calls over wire and wireless communications with fast and secure cryptosystems (Mosa Emad, 
et al., 2011). Chaos and cryptography have some common features, the most prominent being sensitivity to  
variables’ and parameters’ changes. Shannon in his seminal research wrote: “In a good mixing transformation 
functions are complicated, involving all variables in a sensitive way. A small variation of any one (variable) 
changes (the outputs) considerably.” An important difference  between  chaos and cryptography lies on  the fact 
that systems used in chaos are defined only on real numbers, while cryptography deals with systems defined on 
finite number of integers. Nevertheless, we believe that the two disciplines can benefit from each other. Thus, 
for example, as we show in this research, new speech encryption algorithms can be derived from chaotic 
systems with block cipher (Jakimoski Goce and Kocarev Ljupco,  2001). 

The main advantage using chaos lies in the observation that a chaotic signal looks like noise for the 
unauthorized users. Secondly, some interesting properties, such as mixing and sensitivity to initial conditions, 
can be connected with those of good ciphers, such as confusion and diffusion. Moreover, generating chaotic 
signal is often of low cost with simple iterations, which makes it suitable for the construction of stream ciphers. 
Chaotic stream ciphers use chaotic systems to generate pseudorandom key stream to encrypt the plaintext 
element by element (Faraoun  Kamel, 2010). 

Generally, a stream cipher algorithm expands a given short random key into a pseudo-random key stream. 
Encryption by a stream cipher uses a sequence of random numbers to mask a sequence of plaintext of the same 
length, bit by bit. Although, strictly speaking, using truly random implementation is impossible.  

In this research we present several block encryption ciphers (CBC, CFB) based on chaotic maps to encrypt 
the speech. Our approach  differs from others in two ways. First, we use systematic procedure to create chaos 
based ciphers. Two well-known chaotic map, logistic, defined on the unit interval by {x ==> 4x(1-x)}, used for 
this purpose. 

We show that with the proper choice of discretization and parameters, that may play role of the key, it is 
possible to design block encryption ciphers. Second, we cryptanalyze our ciphers, showing that they are 
resistant to known attacks (Jakimoski Goce and Kocarev Ljupco,  2001). 

The aim of this research is to deal with chaotic systems and block encryption ciphers in speech encryption. 
Chaos has already been used to design cryptographic systems. 
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Related works: 
In (Jakimoski Goce and Kocarev Ljupco, 2001) methods are shown how to adapt invertible two 

dimensional chaotic maps on a torus or on a square to create new symmetric block encryption schemes. In the 
author encrypts each character of the message as the integer number of iteration performed in the logistic 
equation. Another encryption algorithm based on synchronized chaotic system is proposed in (Alvarez, G., et 
al., 1998). The authors suggest each byte (consists of n bits) of a message to correspond (to be encrypted) with a 
different chaotic attractor. In (Jakimoski, G. and L. Kocarev, 2001) the authors assume that the message to be 
sent is a binary file consisting of chain of zeros and ones and the sender and the receiver has previously agreed 
to use the same d-dimensional chaotic dynamical rule, which generates sequences of real numbers by iterating 
it. In order to enhance the security levels, two_ channels chaos-based cryptosystems are proposed (Jye Sheu 
Long, 2011). In (Faraoun Kamel, 2010) the authors propose an n-array key stream generator, based on 
hierarchical combination of three chaotic maps. Also, in (Mosa Emad, W. et al., 2011) introduces a speech 
encryption approach, which is based on permutation of speech segments using chaotic baker map and 
substitution using masks in both time and transform domains. a new speech encryption using fractional chaotic 
systems is presented (Jye Sheu Long, 2011). 

 
Chaotic Encryption Scheme: 
Logistic Map: 

An important step in discrete chaotic encryption is the selection of the map. For its mathematical simplicity 
and good chaotic properties, our selection is the well-known logistic map represented by eq.(1) (Beltran, R., 
Hasimoto, 2007), and shown by fig. (1): 
 

Xn =λXn-1 (1 – Xn-1); ¸  [1; 4]; X  [0; 1];           (1) 
 

 
Fig. 1: Bifurcation diagram for the logistic map. 

 
with a corresponding bifurcation diagram depicted in Fig. 1. As  increases from 1 to 4, the map 

experiences a period doubling to chaos. In particular for  3.5699 (known as an accumulation point), it shows 
chaotic behavior; however, there are many periodic windows (with all kinds of periods) that appear abruptly. A 
very well-known and prominent period-3 window appears at  = 1 +  = 3:8284. Short period windows of the 
logistic map should be avoided during the encryption process, because they reveal statistical information useful 
for attackers to break into the system. This problem can be alleviated by perturbing the cycling chaotic signal 
with period T every  iterations for ∆  T (Beltran, R., Hasimoto, 2007). 

The perturbation will drive the signal away from its cycle after i number of iterations, where i depends 
directly on the perturbation magnitude. Therefore, the new period in the perturbed cycle is now ∆T, where in 

the average case  (Beltran, R., Hasimoto, 2007). 
 

Proposed Encryption Scheme: 
This research propose more than one a symmetric block-based cipher described by the following layer:  
1. chaotic Initial key generation layer. 
2. SDES encryption layer 
3. block cipher modes using SDES encryption layer. 
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In proposed algorithm two method of block cipher to encrypt speech signal was used. In both we need to 
divided original speech signal into units of a fixed size of samples (block), but message come in a variety 
lengths so some message require that the final block be padded before encryption . several padding schemes 
exit, The simplest is to add null bytes to the plaintext to bring its length up to multiple of  block size. Another 
methods added single one bit followed by enough zero bits to fill out the block (Dworkin Morris, 2001). In our 
proposed algorithm we delete some sample instated of adding process in exact we delete the silent samples that 
not affect the original signal and delete it from different location that contain silent sample until reach to length 
up to multiple of block size. 

  
Initial Key Generation Layer: 

The key is a block of bits that is used by several modes to randomize the encryption and hence to produce 
distinct cipher speech even if the same original speech is encrypted multiple times, without the need for a slower 
re-keying process (Dworkin Morris, 2001). An initial vector(IV) is first created for generation of  n-bits (can be 
>=64)  key-IV using chaotic map (illustrated in eq. 1). This IV will be used in two steps in proposed algorithm. 
First an initial vector used to encrypt the first block of original speech message when applying block cipher 
modes. Secondly this IV is divided into blocks each one of size 10 bits that used as key when applying SDES 
method. 

 
Block cipher layer  (Alallayah, Khaled M. et al., 2010;  Stallings, W., 2008): 

Let we have speech block of size 256 samples(2048 bit) which denotes as P(P=P1,P2,………,P256) and a 
chaotic key (that gotten from previous stage) of size 10 bits(k=k1,k2,…….,k10), In SDES encryption algorithm 
each sample (Pi: i=1 to 256) will be divided in to sub blocks each of size 8 bit(p=p1,p2,………,p8) , each p(sub 
block) and a k( key) will be considered as input to SDES encryption algorithm that produce 8-bit cipher text (in 
this research that means cipher speech signal). 

 A depended algorithm takes its inputs and perform some steps which include : SDES keys generation and 
main SDED encryption steps using the generated key as shown in fig.(2). 

 In SDES  keys generation  stage the initial key will be accepted from chaotic initial key (10 bit). First, 
permute the 10-bit key k1,k2,..,k10: 

 

  
 
Fig. 2: SDES encryption detail 
P10(k1,k2,….,k10)=(k3,k5,k2,k7,k4,k10,k1,k9,k8,k6) 
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 Next, perform a circular shift (LS-1), separately on the 1st 5 bits and the 2nd 5 bits. Then, apply P8, which 
picks out and permutes 8 out of 10 bits the result is sub_key K1. Then go back to the pair of 5-bit strings 
produced by the 2 LS-1 functions and perform a circular left shift of 2 bit positions on each string.  Finally, P8 is 
applied again to produce K2.  

S-DES  Encryption algorithm involves 5 functions: an initial permutation (IP); a complex function 2Kf
, 

which involves both permutation and substitution and depends on a key input; a simple permutation function 

that switches (SW) the 2 halves of the data; the function 2Kf  again; finally, a permutation function that is the 
inverse of the initial permutation (IP-1), Also decryption process is similar. 

The function 2Kf  takes 8-bit key which is obtained from the 10-bit initial one two times. The key is first 
subjected to a permutation P10. Then a shift operation is performed. The output of the shift operation then 
passes through a permutation function that produces an 8-bit output (P8) for the first sub-key (K1). The output 
of the shift operation also feeds into another shift and another instance of P8 to produce the 2nd sub-key K2. We 
can express encryption algorithm as superposition: 

Cipher text= IP-1 ( )))))int((((
12

extplaIPfSWf KK ) 
Where 

)))(10((81 keyPShiftPK      and  ))))(10(((82 keyPShiftShiftPK   
Decryption is the reverse of encryption: 

Plain text = IP-1 ( )))))((((
21

ciphertextIPfSWf KK ) 
 

block Cipher Mode: 
Using above methods (chaotic with SDES) we apply two of block cipher mode of operation:  
 Cipher-block chaining  
 Cipher feedback algorithms. 
 

Cipher-block chaining (CBC) algorithm: 
Input: The original speech signal (X), time of block =32 ms. 
Output: The encrypted speech signal (y) 
Step1: Check signal length if it not multiple of block length then delete  some silent sample to bring its 

length up to multiple of  block size. 
Step2: Divided original speech into block of size 32 ms. 
Len-blk=(time  of block*sampling rate)/1000 
Speech block  X(x1…………….x256) 
Step3: Convert each block of sample into binary form we produced blocks of size 2048 bits. 
Step4:  Generated IV of size 2048 bits by applying chaotic map (as eq.2) 
Step5:  Perform the XOR operation  
Plain_iv=Xk(1:endblk)  IV(1:endblk) 
Step6: Apply SDES method on the plain_IV to produce cipher block (cipher-blk) 
Step7: IV= cipher-blk 
Step8: Repeat the steps 5,6,7 until reach the last block. 
Step9: Concat the block of speech signal to produce encrypt signal y. 
Step10: Save encrypt signal & play it. 
The following diagram which shown in fig. (3) represent the CBC encryption algorithm. 
 

 
Fig. 3: chaotic key with Cipher block chaining mode encryption 
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From previous diagram we see that an initialized vector is used to encrypt the first block and each the next 
block of original speech is XOR with the previous cipher block before be encrypted. 

The following diagram which shown in fig. (4) represent the CBC decryption method : 
 

 
Fig. 4: chaotic key with Cipher block chaining mode decryption 

 
Cipher feedback (CFB) algorithm: 

Input: The original speech signal (X), time of block =32 ms 
Output: The encrypted speech signal (y) 
Step1: Check signal length if it not multiple of block length then delete some silent sample to bring its 

length up to multiple of  block size. 
Step2:  Divided original speech into block of size 32 ms. 
Len-blk=(time  of block*sampling rate)/1000 
Speech block  X(x1…………….x256) 
Step3: Convert each block of sample into binary form we produced blocks of size 2048 bits. 
Step4: Generated IV of size 2048 bits by applying chaotic 
Step5: Apply SDES method on the plain_IV to produce cipher block (cipher-blk) 
Step6: Perform the XOR operation  
Plain_iv=Xk(1:end-blk)  IV(1:endblk) 
Step7: IV= cipher-blk 
Step8: Repeat the steps 5,6,7 until reach the last block. 
Step9: Concat the block of speech signal to produce encrypt signal y. 
Step10: Save encrypt signal & play it. 
 

 
Fig. 5: chaotic key with Cipher feedback block mode encryption 

 
The following diagram which is shown in fig.(5) represent the CFB algorithm where fig. (6) explain the 

decryption operation by same approach. 
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Fig. 6: chaotic key with Cipher feedback block mode decryption  

 
Result of CBC Method: 

The implementation of the proposed CBC method was tested on the speech signal of size 46.9 KB with 
sampling rate 8 KHZ and resolution of 8 bits/sample. Fig.(7) show a samples of speech message before and after 
applying CBC method.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                           (a) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                            (b) 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
                           (c) 
 

Fig. 7: applying CBC method 
    a. input speech signal, 
    b. encrypted speech signal, 
   c. decrypted speech signal 
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Result of CFB Method:  
The implementation of the proposed CFB method was tested on the speech signal of size 46.9 KB with 

sampling rate 8 KHZ and resolution of 8 bits/sample. Fig. (8) show a sample of speech message before and after 
applying CFB method. 

 
                                       (a) 

 
                                       (b) 
 

 
                                        (c) 

Fig. 8: applying CFB method 
    a. input speech signal, 
    b. encrypted speech signal, 
    c. decrypted speech signal 
 

Measures For Residual Intelligibility And Recovered Voice Quality: 
Voice quality of the recovered speech message and the residual intelligibility of encrypted speech message 

are usually judged by subjective quality tests and objective test. In this research used two type to evaluate the 
performance of methods. 

First we used mean opinion score(MOS) measurements this test used human ear in evaluation process to 
test the residual intelligibility of the encrypted speech message by listen to encrypted message without to listen 
to the original message. this test contain five degree, the fig. (9) show the results for two method. 
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Fig. 9: show the measurer of residual intelligibility of encrypted signal 
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Secondly objective test used for measuring the quality of recovered message. The results obtained are 
describe in the table (1) for some speech signal file.  

 
Table 1: measures quality of the proposal algorithm for speech signals 

File  name Method 
Performance Measures 
SNR PSNR NRMSE 

Sig1.wav (Speech) CBC  30.306 44.8579 0.0273 
Sig1.wav (Speech) FBC 25.7263 43.3026 0.0312 
Sig2.wav (symphony) CBC 21.9535 34.4957 0.0904 
Sig2.wav(symphony) FBC 28.7737 43.2720 0.0329 

 
Conclusion: 

Using chaotic logistic map with block cipher , a new algorithm encryption technique was proposed in this 
research, Experimental result of the algorithm shows that the algorithm is faster, stronger and more secure.  

The human voice is a complex signal therefore the human ear and brain very well trained to understand this 
signal and has even the ability to cover some losses, which makes it very hard to adulterate a signal with just 
scramble frequencies so it is not understandable anymore. 

After executing the above methods (CBC, CFB), it concluded that  both method did not effected by the file 
type and give a retrieved signal so closed to the original one up to level that ear detection failed to recognize the 
difference between them, in addition the measured parameters are also near to be similar. 
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